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ABSTRACT Free space optical (FSO) systems are capable of supporting high data rates between fixed
points in the context of flawless video communications. Layered video coding facilitates the creation of
different-resolution subset layers for variable-throughput transmission scenarios. In this paper, we propose
historical information aware unequal error protection (HA-UEP) for the scalable high efficiency video codec
used for streaming over FSO channels. In particular, the objective function (OF) of the current video frame
is designed based on historical information of its dependent frames. By optimizing this OF, specific subset
layers may be selected in conjunction with carefully selected forward error correction coding rates, where
the expected video distortion is minimized and the required bitrate is reduced under the constraint of a
specific throughput. Our simulation results show that the proposed system outperforms the traditional equal
error protection (EEP) scheme by about 4.5 dB of Eb/N0 at a peak signal-to-noise ratio of 33 dB. From a
throughput-oriented perspective, HA-UEP is capable of reducing the throughput to about 30% compared
with that of the EEP benchmarker, while achieving an Eb/N0 gain of 4.5 dB.
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I. INTRODUCTION14

In recent years, low-delay lip-synchronized wireless video

AQ:1

AQ:2

15

communications became a reality and the road to this era16

is detailed in [1]. In 2015, Cisco reported the mobile data17

traffic forecast seen in Fig. 1, which shows that the video18

data traffic is predicted to grow from 55% to 72% of the total19

tele-traffic in during the years 2014 to 2019. On the other20

hand, high-bandwidth optical wireless communications may21

be necessitated for meeting the challenge of flawless video22

communications.23

The structure of this treatise is shown in Fig. 2. Specifi-24

cally, the background of layered video communications for25

transmission over free-space optical channels will be intro-26

duced in Section I. Section II details the architecture of our27

proposed system. The coding-rate optimization of the system28

is detailed in Section III. The performance of our optimized29

scheme using a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC)30

codec is characterized in Section IV using multiple scal-31

able video sequences of different motion characteristics.32

Finally, we offer our conclusions in Section V. In the rest of33

this section, we introduce the background of layered video34

communications for transmission over free-space optical 35

channels. 36

A. SCALABLE EXTENSION OF HEVC/H.265 37

Layered video compression [3]–[6] encodes a video sequence 38

into multiple layers, as illustrated by Fig. 3, which enables us 39

to progressively refine the reconstructed video quality at the 40

receiver. A layered video scheme is displayed in Fig. 3, where 41

the video sequence captured from the scene is encoded into 42

four layers by the layered video encoder, namely l1 ∼ l4, 43

where layer li (2 ≤ i ≤ 4) depends on layer li−1 for decod- 44

ing, while layer li improves the video quality of layer li−1. 45

Generally, the most important layer, namely l1 is referred to 46

as the base layer (BL) and the less important layers l2 ∼ l4 47

are termed as enhancement layers (ELs), which rely on the 48

BL. Furthermore, an EL may be further relied upon by less 49

important ELs. Again, when the BL or an EL is lost or cor- 50

rupted during its transmission, the dependent layers cannot 51

be utilized by the decoder and must be dropped. 52

A number of layered video coding techniques have been 53

investigated and/or standardized [7], such as the partitioned 54
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FIGURE 1. Mobile data traffic report by Cisco.

FIGURE 2. The structure of the paper.

mode video coding of [5], the multiview profile (MVP)55

of [3] developed by themoving picture expert group (MPEG),56

the scalable video coding (SVC) [4], [5] extension of57

H.264/AVC [5] and the SVC profile of the H.265 high58

efficiency video coding (HEVC) arrangement [8], [9]. More- 59

over, scalable coding techniques are also widely employed in 60

the standard profile of HEVC. Here we focus our attention 61

on the scalable extension of HEVC, while a range of other 62

standards were introduced in [7]. 63

In the scalable extension of HEVC, the main types of scal- 64

ability are temporal-, spatial-, and quality-based scalability. 65

Spatial scalability and temporal scalability describe cases 66

in which a sub-bitstream represents the source content at a 67

reduced spatial resolution and frame rate, respectively. In case 68

of quality-scalability, which is also referred to as signal-to- 69

noise ratio (SNR) scalability or fidelity-scalability, the sub- 70

bitstream provides a reduced reconstructed video quality. 71

Fig. 4 depicts the simplified block diagram of scalable 72

HEVC (SHVC) for spatial- and quality-scalable coding for 73

two layers. For spatial-scalability, the input video is down- 74

sampled and fed into the base layer encoder of Fig. 4, while 75

the original video is directly input to the enhancement layer 76

encoder of Fig. 4. For quality-scalability, the ‘‘Downsam- 77

pler’’ block of Fig. 4 is ignored. The outputs of both encoders 78

are multiplexed in order to form the final scalable bitstream 79

containing multiple layers. 80

B. UNEQUAL ERROR PROTECTION 81

It is intuitive to differently protect the BL an ELs 82

for the sake of improved error-resilience. Explicitly, 83

unequal error protection (UEP) was firstly proposed by 84

Masnick and Wolf in [11], which allocates stronger FEC to 85

the more important data, while dedicating weaker FEC to 86

the less important video parameters. Four categories of UEP 87

techniques were reviewed in [7], namely transceivers based 88

on UEP schemes [26], packet-level FEC Schemes [27], bit- 89

level FEC Schemes [22], [24] and cross-layer operation aided 90

schemes [28]. Herewe concentrate our attention on the family 91

of bit-level FEC schemes with the major contributions listed 92

in Table 1, while the review of other schemes is detailed in [7]. 93

The authors of [12] minimized the mean video distortion 94

by non-uniformly distributing the redundancy imposed by 95

the turbo code between the successive video frames, where 96

the H.263 video codec was employed. Low-density parity- 97

check (LDPC) code based UEP was investigated in [17]. 98

The UEP performance of data-partitioned [5] H.264/AVC 99

video streaming systems using RSC codes was evaluated 100

in [21], while turbo coded modulation [29] based UEP was 101

investigated in [18], where both the cutoff rates and the 102

channel capacity of each of the UEP levels was determined. 103

The authors of [19] considered the unequal importance of 104

both the video-frames in a GOP and the significance of 105

the diverse MBs in a video frame for transmission over 106

wireless channels, where a prompt and efficient bit-rate 107

allocation scheme was also investigated. However, only three 108

protection classes were discussed in [19], which limits the 109

attainable system performance. The authors of [23] demon- 110

strated that the side information (SI) values within different 111

positions of the Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frames have different error 112

probability. Hence UEP of these non-uniformly distributed 113
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FIGURE 3. Architecture of a layered video scheme [2], where the video quality is refined gradually. Common intermediate format (CIF) and quarter
CIF (QCIF) indicate resolutions of

(
352× 288

)
and

(
176× 144

)
, respectively.

FIGURE 4. Simplified block diagram of a scalable encoder with
two layers [10].

SI values was employed for the sake of reducing114

the required bitrate in the context of distributed video115

coding (DVC) [30], [31]. The authors of [2] and [7] devel-116

oped bit-level inter-layer coded FEC (IL-FEC) arrangements117

for layered video telephony over wireless fading channels118

in [22] relying on soft-decoded RSC, as well as turbo and119

self-concatenated convolutional codes, respectively, where120

the systematic bits of the BL are implanted into the ELs121

at the transmitter. At the receiver, the BL’s bits implanted122

into the ELs may be beneficially exploited for correcting123

the BL. The above-mentioned IL-FEC technique of [22]124

was also combined with the UEP philosophy for the sake125

of further improving the attainable system performance.126

In [24], the authors proposed a technique for finding the127

optimized coding rates for coded bit-streams ‘‘on-the-fly’’ at128

the transmitter, which optimized the IL-FEC coded system129

performance. Three-Dimensional (3D) stereoscopic video130

relying on depth-map format was investigated in [25] for131

transmission over noisy channels, where suitable color and132

depth quantization parameters as well as the FEC coding rates133

were used for UEP.134

C. OPTICAL WIRELESS VIDEO COMMUNICATIONS135

Optical wireless communication (OWC) transmits136

information using optical carries through unguided137

propagation media. Furthermore, outdoor terrestrial OWC 138

links operate close to the infrared (IR) band, which are 139

referred to as free space optical (FSO) links. FSO sys- 140

tems [32] support high-rate communication between two 141

fixed points over distances up to several kilometers, which 142

have a high optical bandwidth available, hence potentially 143

competing with fiber optic links [32], [33]. FSO systems 144

have attracted substantial research attention as a potential 145

wireless link between the end user and the existing fiber optic 146

infrastructure, which are capable of supporting ultra high 147

definition video communications. 148

Yet, there is a paucity of contributions focused on video 149

communications of video over optical wireless channels. 150

In [34], an LDPC code was employed for real-time 151

video transmission over turbulent temporally correlated 152

optical wireless channels. Different optical transmission 153

media and different orthogonal frequency division multiplex- 154

ing (OFDM) transmission frequency bands were evaluated 155

experimentally in [35]. Furthermore, the suitability of using 156

optical-wireless networks for high definition (HD) video 157

broadcasting [35] has been evaluated. 158

Against this background, in this treatise, we consider the 159

scenario of transmitting SHVC over FSO channels, where a 160

space–time block code (STBC) is employed for the sake of 161

attaining diversity gain. We are motivated by the fact that 162

any enhancement layer of the current video frame becomes 163

useless without the successfully received more important lay- 164

ers, including the dependent layers of the current video frame 165

and the historical video frames. Hence, for each frame, we 166

propose Historical information Aware Unequal Error Protec- 167

tion (HA-UEP) for transmitting SHVC over FSO channels. 168

Specifically, given a particular throughput upper-bound, for 169

each frame, our objective function (OF) is designed based 170

on the layer-dependencies of both the intra-frame and inter- 171

frame video, namely based on the current frame and historical 172

frames. By optimizing this OF, a specific subset of the layers 173

may be selected together with the most appropriate forward 174

error correction (FEC) coding rates, where the expected video 175
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TABLE 1. Major contributions on unequal error protection for video communications.

distortion is minimized under the constraint of a limited176

throughput. The rationale and novelty of this paper is sum-177

marized as follows.178

1) We set out to optimize soft-decoding bit-level unequal179

error protected scalable HEVC communication over180

FSO channels.181

2) The OF of optimization is designed by considering both182

the current frame and historical frames.183

3) We design the OF for the sake of finding the184

most appropriate subset of layers together with the185

best code rates under the constraint of a limited186

throughput.187

4) HA-UEP is capable of reducing the bitrate to 30% com-188

pared to that of the EEP benchmarker, while achieving189

an Eb/N0 gain of 4.5 dB.190

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 191

In this section, we introduce our proposed HA-UEP scheme 192

conceived for SHVC-aided communications over FSO chan- 193

nels, as seen in Fig. 5. We focus our attention on the general 194

architecture of the transmitter and receiver, while the 195

‘‘Code Rate Optimization’’ block of Fig. 5 will be detailed 196

in Section III. Let us commence by defining the notations of 197

Fig. 5 in Table 2. 198

A. TRANSMITTER MODEL 199

At the transmitter of Fig. 5, the video source signal U is 200

compressed using the SHVC encoder, generating the SHVC 201

bitstream, which is then de-multiplexed into the bitstreams of 202

layers li,1,. . .,li,n by the DEMUX block of Fig. 5. Meanwhile, 203

4 VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 5. Block diagram of the proposed HA-UEP aided SHVC communications over FSO channels , where n is the number of layers and
ri,1, · · · , ri,n represent the code rates of the FEC encoders 1, · · · ,n for frame i , respectively. The ‘‘Code Rate Optimization’’ block will be detailed in
Section III.

TABLE 2. Symbol definition, where i ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n indicate the frame
index and layer index, respectively.

the information of layers li,1,. . .,li,n is input to the ‘‘Code204

Rate Optimization’’ block of Fig. 5, which will generate the205

optimized coding rates ri,1, · · · , ri,n for the layers li,1,. . .,li,n,206

respectively. Afterwards, the resultant n layers are encoded as207

follows:208

1) The n bit sequences li,1,. . .,li,n will be encoded by209

the FEC encoders 1,. . .,n of Fig. 5, where the coding210

rates ri,1, · · · , ri,n are generated by the ‘‘Code Rate211

Optimization’’ block, respectively. This results in the 212

encoded bit sequences xi,1,. . .,xi,n, respectively. 213

2) The bit sequences xi,1,. . .,xi,n are then concatenated 214

into a joint bitstream for transmission. The interleaver 215

π of Fig. 5 is employed for interleaving the joint 216

bitstream. 217

3) The interleaved joint bit sequence is encoded by the 218

STBC. Specifically, this joint bit sequence, denoted 219

as b is firstly mapped to the |b|/M -length quadrature 220

amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol vector, which 221

is then mapped onto the M substreams of the 222

STBC-aided asymmetrically clipped optical 223

(ACO)-OFDM [36] transmitter designed in [37] and 224

then transmitted by the M FSO apertures of Fig. 5. 225

4) The M symbol sub-streams are then transmitted over 226

the (N × M )-element multiple-input and multiple- 227

output (MIMO) FSO turbulence channel obeying the 228

Gamma-Gamma distribution [38]. 229

Finally, the STBC scheme’s output sequence is transmitted 230

over free space optical channels. 231

B. RECEIVER MODEL 232

The free space optical receiver of Fig. 5 is employed for 233

detecting the optical signals followed by processing the 234

SHVC video bitstream as follows: 235

1) After optical to electronic conversion, the N received 236

signal substreams are passed through the ACO-OFDM/ 237

QAM demodulator to extract the complex-valued 238

sequences of Fig. 5. Assuming perfect knowledge 239

of the channel at the receiver, the joint Maximum- 240

Likelihood (ML) detection of the received signal can 241
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be carried out. Finally, the estimate of the transmitted242

bit-block b̂ can be obtained by QAM-demodulating.243

More details of the FSO system may be found in [37].244

2) After the STBC decoding process, the detected signals245

will then be deinterleaved by the deinterleavers π−1246

of Fig. 5, generating the soft version of the sequences247

xi,1,. . .,xi,n, namely yi,1,. . .,yi,n.248

3) The soft information yi,j is decoded by the FEC decoder249

j of Fig. 5, which generates the bit sequence l̂i,j, repre-250

senting the estimated version of layer li,j.251

Finally, the estimated layers l̂i,1, · · · , l̂i,n are then assembled252

into a SHVC bitsteam by the ‘‘MUX’’ block of Fig. 5, which253

will be invoked for reconstructing the video Û .254

III. OPTIMIZED HA-UEP CODING RATES255

In SHVC, intra-coded frames (I), predicted frames (P) and256

bi-directional predicated frames (B) may be generated, which257

are exemplified by the IBPBP frame-structure displayed258

in Fig. 6a. In this section, we focus our attention on the259

low-delay profile of the SHVC scheme for the sake of sup-260

porting lip-synchronization, where the B frames are dis-261

abled. Nonetheless, the proposed techniques may be readily262

extended to B frames. The layer dependency of the IPPP263

coding structure is displayed in Fig. 6b, where solid arrows264

and dashed arrows represent the intra-frame and inter-frame265

dependency, respectively. Moreover, the I frames or random266

access points (RAC)1 of clean decoder refresh (CDR) or267

instantaneous decoding refresh (IDR) pictures are inserted268

everym frames. Note that the dependency li,j→ li,j+1 implies269

that li,j+1 depends on li,j, which indicates that layer li,j+1 will270

become useless, when li,j is corrupted.271

Below, we detail the ‘‘Code Rate Optimization’’ block272

of Fig. 5, which aims for finding the specific FEC coding273

rates ri,1, · · · , ri,n of encoding the different-significance lay-274

ers li,1, · · · , li,n of frame fi for the sake of minimizing the275

expected distortion of the reconstructed video at the receiver.276

Furthermore, we consider the time slot of g frames as an277

optimization group limited by the throughput upper bound278

of T · gF , where F is the FPS scanning-rate of the considered279

video. More specifically, we chose the first group of g frames280

for the sake of simplicity.2 For example, we denote the num-281

ber of bits in the first group of g frames as |f1|, · · · , |fg|. For282

a specific frame of size fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ g, we simply allocate the283

corresponding throughput as3284

ti = T ·
g
F
·
|fi|
g∑
j=1
|fj|
, (1)285

1RAC break the dependency among frames, which refresh the decoding
reference frames for the sake of accessing frames of a video stream randomly.
They also improve the robustness of a video stream by reducing the coding
efficiency.

2We assume that there are one I frame and (g− 1) P frames in the
optimization group for the sake of simplicity.

3This linear throughput allocation strategy will be improved in our future
study.

FIGURE 6. Frame and layer dependency of SHVC, where solid arrow→
and dashed arrow 99K indicate intra-frame and inter-frame dependency,
respectively. (a) Frame dependency of IBPBP structure with decoding
order of IPBPB. (b) Layer dependency of IPPP structure with intra-period
of m.

which is the upper bound of the encoded version of n layers, 286

hence we have
n∑
j=1

∣∣xi,j∣∣ ≤ ti. In the following, we minimize 287

the distortion of transmitting the layers li,1, . . ., li,n by deriv- 288

ing the specific FEC coding rates ri,1, . . . , ri,n . Moreover, 289

for simplicity we assume that the dependency of the layers is 290

characterized by li,j → li,j+1, namely li,j+1 depends on li,j, 291

1 ≤ j ≤ n. In this section, we illustrate our algorithm by 292

focusing on frame fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ g. Based on the notations 293

of Section II, we commence by defining the mathematical 294

notations in Table 3. 295

We characterize the video distortion, in terms of peak 296

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) degradation, caused by the n 297

erroneous layers as D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
, when 298

the coding rates of ri,1, · · · , ri,n and SNR=S are employed. 299

In this paper, our objective is to derive the specific code rates 300

ri,1, · · · , ri,n, which minimize the expected PSNR degrada- 301

tion D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
. Furthermore, the dis- 302

tortion caused by the corruption of li,j may be calculated as 303

d
(
li,j
)
· p
[
ψ(li,,j)

]
· p
(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j). The expected distortion 304

D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
may be evaluated as 305

D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
306

=

n∑
j=1

d
(
li,j
)
· p
(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j) · p [ψ(li,j)] . (2) 307
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TABLE 3. Symbol definition, where i ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n indicate the frame
index and layer index, respectively.

Hence, our objective function (OF) invoked may be formu-308

lated as309

arg
ri,1,··· ,ri,n

minD
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
310

= arg
ri,1,··· ,ri,n

min
n∑
j=1

d
(
li,j
)
· p
(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j) · p [ψ(li,j)] ,311

(3)312

subject to the conditions of313 

n∑
j=1

∣∣xi,j∣∣ ≤ ti
n∑
j=1

∣∣xi,j∣∣ · ei = n∑
j=1

∣∣li,j∣∣ · Eb, (4)314

where Eq. (4) limits the bitrate available for transmitting the315

n encoded layers and ensures that an equal amount of power316

is assigned to ri,1, · · · , ri,n.317

In Sections III-A and III-B, we derive the components of318

Eq. (3), namely the video distortion d
(
li,j
)
and the condi-319

tional packet error ratio (PER) p
(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j), respectively.320

Afterwards, we derive the solution of the OF in Eq. (3)321

for determining the optimized coding rates in Section III-C.322

Finally, Section III-D discusses the transmission overheads 323

imposed by the proposed techniques. 324

A. ESTIMATION OF THE VIDEO DISTORTION d (·) 325

The video distortion d
(
li,j
)
is estimated in a similar manner 326

to the procedure of [7], [24], and [39], where the 327

distortion d
(
li,j
)
, 1 ≤ j ≤ n may be obtained by decoding 328

the bitstream in the presence of a corrupted layer li,j. Alter- 329

natively, the solutions of [19], [40], and [41] may be applied 330

in our system. 331

FIGURE 7. The FSO reception, STBC decoding and FEC decoding process
at the receiver.

B. ESTIMATION OF THE PER p (·) 332

Fig. 7 describes the receiver shown in Fig. 5, where the soft 333

information sequence of length |y| = λ
r is input to the FEC 334

decoder generating the estimated bits l̂ of length
∣∣∣l̂∣∣∣ = λ. 335

Moreover, r is the coding rate of the FEC codec and the 336

signals are received at SNR s. Based on the constant value l, 337

the PER of l̂ in Fig. 7 depends on the parameters s and r , 338

which may be expressed as p (s, l, r). 339

The burst error distribution of non-iterative codecs has 340

been investigated in [24] and [42], which is independent of the 341

packet length. Let us now consider a non-iterative decoded 342

packet having a length of (n1 × n2) bits. Then this packet may 343

be partitioned either into n1 packets, each carrying n2 bits or 344

n2 packets associated with n1 bits each. Assuming that p (ni) 345

indicates the PER of the ni-bit packet, the PER p (n1 · n2)may 346

be estimated as 347

p (n1 · n2) = 1− [1− p (n2)]n1 , (5) 348

where p (n2) is the PER of the n1-bit packets. Similarly, 349

we have p (n1 · n2) = 1− [1− p (n1)]n2 . Then, for arbitrary 350

numerical values of n1, n2 we have 351

p (n1) = 1− [1− p (n2)]
n1
n2 . (6) 352

Upon assuming that n1, n2 of Eq. (6) are given by
∣∣li,j∣∣ and l, 353

respectively, the PER p(si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j) in the OF of Eq. (3) may 354

be estimated as 355

p
(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j) = 1−

[
1− p

(
si, l, ri,j

)] |li,j|
λ , (7) 356

where l is the packet length input to the FEC encoder of Fig. 7. 357

More information about this estimation process is provided 358

in [7] and [24]. 359

Below, we firstly solve the function p (s, l, r) by simulating 360

the decoding process of Fig. 7 based on the variables s, r 361

and the constant value l, which generates the look-up table 362

(LUT) h̄ (s, r), characterized by the ‘‘simulated’’ surface 363

seen in Fig. 8. Then we may solve p (s, l, r) by searching 364
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FIGURE 8. Simulated surface of h̄ (s, r ) versus fitted using the model of
1
π arctan(a2s2 + a1s+ b2r−2 + b1r−1 + c0)+ 1

2 , where λ = 1000 is
employed.

the LUT h̄ (s, r). Alternatively, as indicated by the ‘‘fitted’’365

surface of Fig. 8, we modeled the the LUT h̄ (s, r) using the366

mathematical model367

h̄ (s, r)=
1
π
arctan(a2s2 + a1s+ b2r−2 + b1r−1 + c0)+

1
2
,368

(8)369

where we have a1 = −14.02, a2 = 0.5219, b1 = −85.24,370

b2 = 10.37, c0 = 166.9. Based on the definition of h̄ (s, r),371

the function p (s, l, r) may be simplified to372

p (s, l, r) = h̄ (s, r) . (9)373

Then the PER estimation of Eq. (7) may be solved based on374

the function h̄ (s, r) as375

p
(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j) = 1−

[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,j|
λ . (10)376

Finally, by substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (3), the expected377

video distortion D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
may be378

further formulated using h̄ (s, r) as379

D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
380

=

n∑
j=1

d
(
li,j
)
·

[
1−

[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,j|
λ

]
· p
[
ψ(li,j)

]
,381

(11)382

C. HA-UEP CODING RATES383

We note from Fig. 6b that layer li,j of frame j depends on layer384

li−1,j. Hence layer li,j depends on all the layers within the385

setψ(li−1,j), which is the dependent layers of layer li−1,j. Fur- 386

thermore, layer li,j also depends on the layer li,k of frame k , 387

1 ≤ k < j. Then, the dependent setψ(li,j) of the layer li,j may 388

be expressed as 389

ψ(li,j) =


j−1⋃
k=1

li,k
⋃
ψ(li−1,j), i > 0

Ø, i ≤ 0.
(12) 390

Based on Eq. (10), we may derive the probability p
(
li,j
)

391

that layer li,j is successfully recovered as 392

p
(
li,j
)
= 1− p

(
si,
∣∣li,j∣∣ , ri,j) 393

=
[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,j|
λ . (13) 394

Correspondingly, for arbitrary 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the 395

probability p
[
ψ(li,j)

]
that the dependent setψ(li,j) in Eq. (12) 396

is successfully recovered, may be recursively calculated as 397

p
[
ψ(li,j)

]
398

=

p
[
ψ(li−1,j)

]
·

j−1∏
k=1

[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,j|
λ , i > 0

1, i ≤ 0.
399

(14) 400

Note that p
[
ψ(li−1,j)

]
is the historical information of the 401

current video frame and it becomes known, when calculat- 402

ing p
[
ψ(li,j)

]
, since the coding rates ri−1,1, · · · , ri−1,n were 403

decided when optimizing the preceding frame (i− 1). Hence, 404

by substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (11), the expected video 405

distortion D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
may be further 406

formulated as Eq. (15), as shown at the bottom of this page. 407

We now derive the transmit SNR si of frame fi in Eq. (3). 408

Based on the conditions in Eq. (4), the transmit power con- 409

version may be expressed as 410

ei
Eb
=

n∑
j=1

∣∣li,j∣∣
n∑
j=1

∣∣xi,j∣∣ = ri. (16) 411

Furthermore, based on the coding rate definition ri,j =
|li,j|
|xi,j|

, 412

the transmit power conversion of Eq. (16) may be further 413

formulated as 414

ei =

Eb ·
n∑
j=1

∣∣li,j∣∣
n∑
j=1

|li,j|
ri,j

= Eb · ri. (17) 415

D
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
=

n∑
j=1

d(li,j) ·

[
1−

[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,j|
λ

]
· p
[
ψ(li−1,j)

]
·

j−1∏
k=1

[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,k |
λ (15)
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Based on the definition of the SNR, we have416 
si = 10 · log10

ei
N0

S = 10 · log10
Eb
N0
.

(18)417

By substituting the transmit power of Eq. (17) into Eq. (18),418

the estimated transmit SNR of frame fi may be expressed as419

si = 10 · log10
Eb · ri
N0

420

= S − 10 · log10

n∑
j=1

∣∣li,j∣∣
N0 ·

n∑
j=1

|li,j|
ri,j

. (19)421

Based on the above derivation, by substituting the transmit422

SNR of Eq. (19) into the distortion estimation of Eq. (15), our423

OF of Eq. (3) may be formulated as in Eq. (21), as shown at424

the bottom of this page, subject to the condition of425

n∑
j=1

∣∣li,j∣∣
ri,j
≤ ti = T ·

g
F
·
|fi|
g∑
j=1
|fj|

. (20)426

Note that in Eq. (21), as shown at the bottom of this427

page, the historical information p
[
ψ(li−1,j)

]
was recursively428

calculated and updated for each frame, which was decided429

when optimizing frame fi−1. In this paper, we solved the OF430

in Eqs. (21), (20) using the fmincon function of matlab, but a431

range of other optimization methods may also be employed.432

Based on the upper-bound bitrate ti of Eq. (20), the related433

coding rate optimization procedure of frame fi is detailed in434

Algorithm 1, where ti is pre-calculated using Eq. (20).435

D. OVERHEADS436

All the optimization operations detailed in Section III are437

carried out at the transmitter of Fig. 5. Below, we discuss438

the overheads imposed by this optimization process at the439

transmitter, noting that some overheads are also imposed440

at the receiver. Explicitly, the overheads imposed at the441

transmitter include the estimation of d(·), the generation of442

the LUT h̄ (s, r), the optimization process and the frame443

Algorithm 1 Determining the Coding Rates of Frame fi
1: inputs:

S, li,1, · · · , li,n, d(li,1), · · · , d(li,n), ti
2: initialize:

p
[
ψ(l0,j)

]
← 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n

F historical information for first frame
dist ←+∞

3: for each initial point {ri,1, · · · , ri,n} do
4: F determining the code rates
5: tmp← minD

(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)
6: if tmp < dist then
7: dist ← tmp
8: r̂i,1, · · · , r̂i,n← ri,1, · · · , ri,n
9: ŝi← si
10: end if
11: end for
12: for 1 ≤ j ≤ n do F update historical information

13: p
[
ψ(li,j)

]
← p

[
ψ(li−1,j)

]
·

j−1∏
k=1

[
1− h̄

(
si, ri,j

)] |li,k |
l

14: end for
15: outputs:

r̂i,1, · · · , r̂i,n

delay imposed. The generation of the LUT h̄ (s, r) only 444

imposes extra off-line processing, while the estimation of d(·) 445

and the optimization process itself impose extra on-line run- 446

time complexity. 447

1) ESTIMATION OF d(·) 448

As mentioned in Section III-A, d(li,j) is estimated in a similar 449

manner to the procedure of [7], [24], and [39], where the 450

complexity imposed is linearly proportional to n. 451

2) GENERATION OF THE LUT h̄ (s, r) 452

The LUT h̄ (s, r) is generated by our proposed solution, 453

which is specific for the channel, the STBC decoder and 454

the FEC decoder, as shown in Fig. 7. Hence this table has 455

to be regenerated, when the any of these components is 456

changed. Specifically, the three-dimensional LUT h̄ (s, r) 457

arg
ri,1,··· ,ri,n

minD
(
S, li,1, · · · , li,n, ri,1, · · · , ri,n

)

= arg
ri,1,··· ,ri,n

min
n∑
j=1

d(li,j) ·

1−
1− h̄

S − 10 · log10

n∑
v=1

∣∣li,v∣∣
N0 ·

n∑
v=1

|li,v|
ri,v

, ri,j



|li,j|
λ



· p
[
ψ(li−1,j)

]
·

j−1∏
k=1

1− h̄
S − 10 · log10

n∑
v=1

∣∣li,v∣∣
N0 ·

n∑
v=1

|li,v|
ri,v

, ri,k



|li,k |
λ

(21)
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TABLE 4. Parameters for transmitting the employed RaceHorses
sequence.

is generated by simulations by sweeping through the vari-458

ables s and r . Moreover, the LUT is independent of the spe-459

cific video sequences and it is generated during the design460

process. By assuming that ns and nr indicate the number461

of variables s and r , the size of LUT may be calculated462

as (ns × nr ).463

3) OPTIMIZATION PROCESS464

Again, the optimization process is carried out by the fmin-465

con function of matlab. Specifically, the adaptive particle466

swarm optimization (APSO) technique of [43] may be readily467

employed for finding the global optimum in real-time. Note468

that in the scenarios, where as few as 2-4 layers are consid-469

ered, even a full search may be realistic.470

4) DELAY471

As discussed in Section III, the coding rates of g frames are472

considered as an optimization group limited by the bitrate473

upper bound of g
f · T . Hence a maximum delay of g video474

frames is imposed. Note that the parameter gmay be adjusted475

depending on the specific applications having different delay476

requirements.477

IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE478

In this section, we benchmark our proposed HA-UEP-FSO479

system against the traditional equal error protection (EEP)480

aided SHVC-FSO system (EEP-FSO). The parameters of481

the video sequences employed in the simulations are listed482

in Table 4. The 4:2:0 YUV format (416× 240)-pixel res-483

olution based RaceHorses video clip was encoded by the484

SHVC reference software SHM, where the ‘‘frame-copy’’ 485

based error concealment was activated for replacing the cor- 486

rupted frames. The GOP duration was set to 4, while the 487

RACs of IDR/CDR frames were inserted every 4 frames. 488

The B frames were disabled in our SHVC configuration for 489

the sake of limiting the delay and hence supporting flawless 490

lip-synchronization. Correspondingly, the video sequence 491

was encoded into GOPs, consisting of an I frame, followed 492

by P frames. Additionally, only the quality-scalability 493

feature [10], [44] was enabled, when encoding the video 494

sequences into three different-quality layers, namely into 495

the layers li,1, li,2 and li,3 using the standard H.265 quan- 496

tization parameters (QPs) of 40, 30 and 20, respectively. 497

Furthermore, each video frame was encoded into a sin- 498

gle BL and two ELs, resulting in three network abstraction 499

layer units (NALUs). These configurations jointly resulted 500

in a bitrate of 3.9 Megabits per second (Mbps) at 30 FPS. 501

Furthermore, in the absence of transmission errors, the 502

Y-PSNR (dB) of 27.7, 33.4, 41.4 may be achieved by recon- 503

structing the video from the layer sets of
{
li,1
}
,
{
li,1, li,2

}
and 504{

li,1, li,2, li,3
}
, respectively. All the parameters employed are 505

detailed in Table 4. 506

Apart from the source configurations detailed above, the 507

FEC and the transmission parameters are configured as fol- 508

lows. An RSC codec configured by the generator polynomi- 509

als of [1011, 1011, 1101, 1111] was employed as the FEC 510

codec. Moreover, 4QAM and the 2 × 2 structured STBC are 511

employed for generating the encoded signals, which were 512

then transmitted through 2 FSO apertures. Each SHVC- 513

compressed bitstream was channel encoded and transmitted 514

on a NALU by NALU [9] basis, which is the smallest unit to 515

be decoded by the SHVC decoder. Each NALUwas protected 516

by cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes. At the receiver, 517

each decoded NALU failing to pass the CRC check process 518

was removed before the SHVC video decoding process. In all 519

of our experiments, the simulations were repeated 100 times 520

in order to generate statistically sound performance curves. 521

All the parameters employed are detailed in Table 4. 522

A. OFF-LINE LUT GENERATION 523

In our experiments, the vectors of [−5 :0.5 : 25], [0 : 0.1 : 4]4 524

are utilized for the variables s, r−1 of h̄ (s, r), respectively, 525

for generating the LUT, which result in ns = 61, nr = 41. 526

Moreover, the packet length of λ = 1000 is employed and 527

8-byte floating values were utilized for storing the LUT in 528

memory. 529

B. PERFORMANCE FOR g = 4 530

Below, we evaluate the PSNR video quality, the PER and 531

the BER of layers, as well as the bitrate of the scenarios 532

associated with the upper-bound bitrates of T = 3.9 Mbps, 533

T = 11.6 Mbps and T = 19.4 Mbps. Moreover, a frame 534

delay of g = 4 is employed, while the video quality versus 535

delay will be presented in Section IV-C. 536

4These values can be stored as floats in 8 bytes each.
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FIGURE 9. PSNR, PER, BER versus Eb/N0 performance comparison of the proposed system and the benchmarkers, namely the HA-UEP-FSO scheme, the
EEP-FSO scheme for the RaceHorses sequence with system throughput T = 3.9, 4.8, 11.6 Mbps. (a) PSNR vs Eb/N0. (b) PER vs Eb/N0, l·,1.
(c) PER vs Eb/N0, l·,3. (d) BER vs Eb/N0, l·,1. (e) BER vs Eb/N0, l·,3. (f) Tested schemes.

1) VIDEO QUALITY537

The PSNR video quality versus system throughput and538

channel Eb/N0 is portrayed in Fig. 10. Specifically, we539

observe that the performance of both HA-UEP-FSO and540

EEP-FSO improves upon increasing the system through-541

put or the channel’s Eb/N0. Moreover, the HA-UEP-FSO542

surface indicates a better performance than the EEP-543

FSO surface, especially in the lower range of the system’s544

throughput or of the channel Eb/N0.545

The PSNR versus Eb/N0 results were recorded in Fig. 9a,546

where the HA-UEP-FSO scheme is seen to substantially out-547

perform the EEP-FSO scheme, especially in the lower Eb/N0548

range. This is because the EEP-FSO scheme does not have the549

capability of gracefully reducing the video-rate by refraining550

from transmitting all enhancement layers, when the chan-551

nel SNR or channel throughput is decreasing. By contrast,552

the HA-UEP-FSO scheme is capable of dropping or adding553

enhancement layers, as well as selecting the suitable coding554

rates for the different layers, which results in the staircase-555

shaped curves in Fig. 9a.556

Specifically, in the Eb/N0 range of 0 dB to 2 dB, the 557

HA-UEP-FSO scheme achieves a PSNR of 27.7 dB for sys- 558

tem throughput of 3.9, 4.8, 11.6 Mbps, where only the first 559

layer is received correctly. Moreover, a PSNR of 33.4 dB is 560

achieved in theEb/N0 range of 4 dB to 8 dB, where two layers 561

may be correctly received. By comparison, the EEP-FSO 562

scheme is unable to reconstruct the video at Eb/N0 val- 563

ues below 8 dB for the T = 11.6 Mbps scenario. 564

At T = 11.6 Mbps, the HA-UEP-FSO scheme outper- 565

forms the EEP-FSO scheme by about 4.5 dB Eb/N0 at a 566

PSNR of 33 dB. 567

Furthermore, the benchmarkers associated with the 568

11.6 Mbps bitrate substantially outperform the 3.9 Mbps 569

scenario for both the HA-UEP-FSO and EEP-FSO scheme. 570

This is due to the fact that for the 11.6 Mbps scenario, lower 571

FEC coding rates are allocated than for 3.9 Mbps. 572

2) PER AND BER OF LAYERS 573

The PER versus Eb/N0 results recorded for layers l·,1 and l·,3 574

are displayed in Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c, respectively. In Fig. 9b, 575

we observe again that the HA-UEP-FSO substantially 576
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FIGURE 10. PSNR video quality versus system throughput and channel
Eb/N0 comparison of the proposed system and of the benchmarkers,
namely of the HA-UEP-FSO scheme, and of the EEP-FSO scheme for the
RaceHorses video sequence.

outperforms the EEP-FSO scheme. The HA-UEP-FSO577

scheme associated with a bitrate of T = 11.6 Mbps has two578

PER peaks, namely at Eb/N0 = 3 dB, and 9 dB.5 This is579

due to the fact that the protection of the BL is reduced for the580

sake of better protecting the ELs, when we have an increasing581

Eb/N0. This may also be illustrated by comparing Fig. 9a582

and Fig. 9b, where substantial PSNR and PER improvements583

are observed both at Eb/N0 values of 3 dB and 9 dB. Sim-584

ilar trends are also observed for the HA-UEP-FSO scheme585

associated with T = 3.9 Mbps. In Fig. 9c, as expected the586

HA-UEP-FSO outperforms the EEP-FSO scheme having587

T = 3.9 Mbps. This is due to the fact that the protection of588

layer l·,2 is sacrificed for the sake of better protecting layer l·,1589

in the HA-UEP-FSO scheme.590

The BER versus Eb/N0 trends observed in Fig. 9d and591

Fig. 9e are similar to those of Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c.592

3) BITRATE593

In Fig. 11, the trends seen in Fig. 9b become more explicit.594

To elaborate, the EE-FSO schemesmaintain a constant bitrate595

regardless of the channel SNR, hence their PSNR becomes596

unacceptable at low SNRs in Fig. 9a. By contrast, our597

HA-UEP-FSO scheme is capable of adapting the number598

of ELs, hence accommodating the SNR fluctuations without599

excessive PERs. Therefore, it maintains a slightly reduced-600

resolution video-quality, which is however free from variable601

transmission powers.602

C. VIDEO QUALITY VERSUS DELAY603

Fig. 12 shows the PSNR versus frame delay trends of the604

benchmarkers and of the proposed solution at Eb/N0 of 3 dB,605

10 dB, 15 dB evaluated for T = 7.7 Mbps. We observe606

5In the simulations, the PER values of 0 are replaced by 10−4 for the sake
of visibly showing the trends of the curves.

FIGURE 11. Required throughput versus Eb/N0 performance comparison
of the proposed system and of the benchmarkers, namely of the
HA-UEP-FSO scheme, and of the EEP-FSO scheme for the RaceHorses
video sequence.

FIGURE 12. PSNR versus frame delay comparison of the proposed system
and of the benchmarkers at T = 7.7 Mbps, namely of the HA-UEP-FSO
scheme, and of the EEP-FSO scheme for the RaceHorses sequence.

substantial PSNR improvements upon increasing the delay 607

from g = 1 to g = 2 for all the curves, but the PSNR no 608

longer improves over the range of g = 2 to g = 16. This may 609

be attributed to the fact that we insert a CDR every 4 frames. 610

Moreover, HA-UEP-FSO substantially outperforms the 611

EEP-FSO scheme for all SNR values. 612

V. CONCLUSIONS 613

We proposed the HA-UEP concept for video communica- 614

tions over FSO channels. Our OF was designed by care- 615

fully exploiting the layer dependencies both of the current 616

frame and of the historical frames. By solving the OF, a 617

specific subset of the layers may be selected in conjunction 618

with the appropriately determined FEC coding rates, where 619

the video distortion is minimized under the constraint of 620

a specific throughput. Our simulation results show that the 621

proposed system outperforms the traditional EEP scheme by 622

about 4.5 dB of Eb/N0 at a PSNR of 33 dB. 623

In our future work, we may incorporate our previ- 624

ous inter-layer FEC technique of [22] and [24] into our 625
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HA-UEP-FSO system. Furthermore, we may also consider to626

unequally allocate the bitrate to different video frames within627

a GOP.628

GLOSSARY629

3D Three-Dimensional.
ACO Asymmetrically Clipped Optical.
APSO Additive Particle Swarm Optimization.
AVC Advanced Video Coding.
BL Base Layer.
BPS Bits Per Second.
CC Convolutional Codes.
CDR Clean Decoder Refresh.
CIF Common Intermediate Format.
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check.
DVC Distributed Video Coding.
EEP Equal Error Protection.
EL Enhancement Layer.
FEC Forward Error Correction.
FSO Free Space Optical.
GOP Group Of Pictures.
HA Historical information Aware.
HD High Definition.
HEVC High-Efficiency Video Coding.
IDR Instantaneous Decoding Refresh.
IL-FEC Inter-Layer Forward Error Correction.
IR Infrared.
LDPC Low-Density Parity-Check.
LUT LookUp Table.
Mbps MegaBits Per Second.
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output.
ML Maximum-Likelihood.
MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group.
MVP MultiView Profile.
NALU Network Abstraction Layer Unit.
OF Objective Function.
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing.
OWC Optical Wireless Communication.
PER Packet Error Ratio.
PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation.
QCIF Quarter Common Intermediate Format.
QP Quantization Parameter.
RAC Random Access Points.
RCPC Rate-Compatible Convolutional Code.
RSC Recursive Systematic Convolutional.
SHM SHVC Reference Software.
SHVC Scalable High Efficiency Video Coding.
SI Side Information.
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
STBC Space-Time Block Code.
SVC Scalable Video Coding.
UEP Unequal Error Protection.
WZ Wyner-Ziv.

630
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